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The Reach of New Jersey’s 
Voluntary Self-Exclusion List 
by Darren Gelber

B
oth the New Jersey gaming industry and New

Jersey gaming regulators recognize the prob-

lem of compulsive gambling. In addition to

providing problem gamblers with referrals to

suitable organizations for help, New Jersey has

enacted a gambling self-exclusion list, where-

by self-identified individuals with gambling problems can ban

themselves from gambling facilities.  

According to the Council on Compulsive Gambling of New

Jersey, Inc.:

The average compulsive gambler is a person sixteen years old

or over, is from a good home and a stable family, and often

holds a steady job. He or she is likely to be clean, well-dressed

and is probably at least a high school graduate. The average

compulsive gambler then is well camouflaged. Unlike the alco-

holic or the junkie, he does not reveal the signs of his addiction

on his breath nor by tracks on his arm. He appears to be no dif-

ferent from the average responsible citizen. But the compulsive

gambler suffers from a serious disease and, because of the

nature of that disease, it is likely that the sickness will not be

discovered until it is in its advanced stages.1

The New Jersey Casino Control Act2 provides for two dis-

tinct categories of individuals subject to exclusions by casi-

nos—voluntary and involuntary. 

Since 1977, the act has provided for involuntary exclusion

of organized crime figures, certain convicted criminals, and

other individuals whose presence in a casino establishment

would be contrary to the interests of New Jersey casino regula-

tion.3 Individuals on the involuntary exclusion list4 are

 prohibited from all areas of a licensed casino hotel facility,5

with violations constituting a disorderly persons offense.6

Involuntarily excluded individuals may seek to be removed

from the exclusion list after a five-year waiting period, but in

extraordinary circumstances, may seek removal from the list

even earlier.7

In recognition of the problems associated with compulsive

gambling, in 2001 the Legislature established a second catego-

ry of casino exclusion—voluntary self-exclusion from gaming

activities. The statute required the Casino Control Commis-

sion to enact regulations to maintain a list of individuals who

identify themselves as “problem gamblers.” 

The statute8 provides that:

a. The commission shall provide by regulation for the establish-

ment of a list of persons self-excluded from gaming activities at

all licensed casinos and simulcasting facilities. Any person may

request placement on the list of self-excluded persons by

acknowledging in a manner to be established by the commis-

sion that the person is a problem gambler and by agreeing

that, during any period of voluntary exclusion, the person may

not collect any winnings or recover any losses resulting from

any gaming activity at such casinos and facilities.

b. The regulations of the commission shall establish procedures

for placements on, and removals from, the list of self-excluded

persons. Such regulations shall establish procedures for the

transmittal to licensed casinos and simulcasting facilities of

identifying information concerning self-excluded persons, and

shall require licensed casinos and simulcasting facilities to

establish procedures designed, at a minimum, to remove self-

excluded persons from targeted mailings or other forms of

advertising or promotions and deny self-excluded persons

access to credit, complementaries, check cashing privileges[,]

club programs, and other similar benefits.

Pursuant to these enabling statutes, the commission has

promulgated administrative regulations implementing the self-

exclusion program.9 As a result of recent regulatory reforms in

New Jersey, the self-exclusion program is now maintained and

implemented by the New Jersey Division of Gaming Enforce-

ment.10 The program allows an individual to voluntarily11 place

his or her name on the self-exclusion list for a minimum peri-

od of one year, as well as for five years or for life.12 Once on the



list, casino personnel may refuse to

accept wagers and/or request the listed

person leave the gaming area. If a listed

person does gamble, he or she is prohib-

ited from collecting any winnings or

recovering any losses.13 

Casinos must also cease marketing

activities directed toward listed individ-

uals, and remove them from any mail-

ing lists and offerings for complimenta-

ry goods or services, credit or check-

cashing privileges.14 

Individuals wishing to place them-

selves on the self-exclusion list must

complete the necessary forms and

appear in person with photo identifica-

tion to enroll.15 Once a person places his

or her name on the list for a one-year or

a five-year period, removal from the list

is not automatic; additional action is

required for the person to have his or

her name dropped after the expiration

of the self-exclusion period.16 The regula-

tions contain no provision allowing a

person electing lifetime self-exclusion to

remove his or her name from the list.17

In fact, the application form contains an

advisement that “[i]f you choose the

lifetime exclusion option, your name

cannot be removed from the Self-Exclu-

sion List.”18

The Appellate Division has had occa-

sion to interpret a legal issue arising from

the self-exclusion list in I/M/O Petition of

S.D. for Removal from the Voluntary Self-

Exclusion List.19 The opinion analyzed the

issue of whether a problem gambler who

placed himself on lifetime self-exclusion

could seek removal from the list when he

learned that the presence of his name on

the list had an impact on his ability to

gamble in other jurisdictions. The indi-

vidual, identified in the case as S.D., filed

the appropriate forms to place himself on

the lifetime self-exclusion list, but

learned a short time later that his action

had far-reaching implications when he

received a letter from Caesars Entertain-

ment “notifying him he would also be

banned from their Las Vegas properties

for life.”20 S.D. claimed he only sought

lifetime self-exclusion from Atlantic City

casinos because he lived nearby, and he

would “never have banned himself if he

knew it would have excluded him from

gambling in other parts of the country

besides New Jersey.”21 He then sought his

removal from the lifetime self-exclusion

list, but the commission denied the

request.22

On appeal, the Appellate Division

upheld the commission’s decision. In so

doing, the court made the following

observations:

• S.D. did not challenge that he volun-

tarily sought lifetime placement on

the self-exclusion list, acknowledging

that prior to doing so he received

notice that he could not request to be

taken off the self-exclusion list.

• There is no fundamental right to

gamble, constitutionally or statutori-

ly. Whatever right to gamble S.D.

might have had in New Jersey, he

voluntarily relinquished when he

placed himself on the lifetime self-

exclusion list.

• Any impact upon S.D.’s ability to

gamble in casinos outside of New Jer-

sey is not a material element of the

New Jersey agreement for enrollment

on the self-exclusion list, but instead

“falls squarely in the category of an

indirect collateral consequence.”

• The inability of S.D. to legally gamble

outside of New Jersey was not a func-

tion of any New Jersey statute or reg-

ulation establishing the self-exclu-

sion list.

• S.D.’s ability to gamble out-of-state

was not the result of any action by

the commission.

• Consequently, the court could “dis-

cern no basis upon which to hold the

Commission responsible to inform

S.D. of the potential collateral nation-

al implications of evolving responsible

gaming programs beyond its knowl-

edge, jurisdiction, and control.”23

Although both the commission and

the Appellate Division found S.D.’s lack

of notice of the out-of-state implica-

tions of the presence of his name on the

lifetime self-exclusion list did not pro-

vide a basis to remove his name, the

necessary forms were subsequently

amended to provide other applicants

for self-exclusion with precisely the

notice S.D. did not receive.24 The

request for voluntary self-exclusion

from casino gambling form now advis-

es potential enrollees that:

You should be aware that casino com-

panies might enact responsible gaming

programs that are stricter than New

Jersey’s Self-Exclusion program. By way

of example only, Caesars Entertain-

ment, Inc., has enacted a Responsible

Gaming Program in which persons

signing up for state self-exclusion lists

are banned from Caesars properties

worldwide for the length of their state

self-exclusion terms. Caesars’ ban

includes its gaming, hotel and enter-

tainment venues. Caesars’ current poli-

cy automatically removes a person

from its worldwide ban upon being

notified of that person’s removal from

a state self-exclusion list. The terms and

existence of any such responsible gam-

ing program could change, and the

Division is not responsible for keeping

you informed of such changes.25

There have also been scattered deci-

sions from other courts across the coun-

try addressing issues related to gam-

bling self-exclusion. Although these

cases do not directly impact New Jer-

sey’s self-exclusion laws and adminis-

trative regulations, they are nonetheless

instructive. 

In Merrill v. Trump Ind., Inc.,26 the

Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit

considered a claim by a compulsive

gambler regarding a casino’s failure to

honor a casino ban. However, the ban in

Merrill was somewhat unique:
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Merrill alleged that his rehab coun-

selor at the [compulsive gambling]

clinic contacted the casino in 1996 and

formed with it an oral contract to keep

Merrill off its premises. The considera-

tion for this contract, it is alleged, was

that the clinic would “publicize to the

community” the casino’s support of

programs to help compulsive gamblers

get over their addictions. Discovery in

the case, particularly a deposition

given by the rehab counselor, howev-

er, disclosed that no oral contract was

created. But it is undisputed that Mer-

rill himself, in 1996, wrote to the casi-

no asking that he be evicted from it if

he ever showed up to gamble. And

Merrill’s name does appear on the casi-

no’s “eviction list.”27

In addressing the plaintiff’s claims,

the court noted that the relapse of

which the plaintiff complained

occurred prior to adoption of Indiana’s

regulations enacting a self-exclusion

list.  Consequently, the court addressed

the plaintiff’s allegations only in terms

of his common law tort-related claims:

The closest analogy to Merrill’s situa-

tion is that of a tavern’s liability to

exercise reasonable care to protect its

patrons. In Indiana, a tavern propri-

etor serving alcohol can be held

liable, under certain conditions, if an

intoxicated patron injures another

patron or a third party. But a patron

who drives while intoxicated, causing

his own injuries, cannot recover from

the tavern that served him alcohol.

Essentially, Merrill thinks that the

casino should be held responsible for

the destructive effects of his 1998

relapse into gambling. But Indiana

law does not protect a drunk driver

from the effects of his own conduct,

and we assume that the Indiana

Supreme Court would take a similar

approach with compulsive gam-

blers.28

Summary judgment dismissing Mer-

rill’s claims in their entirety was

upheld.29 In a subsequent case, the Indi-

ana Court of Appeals held that no pri-

vate right of action existed for violating

regulations requiring casinos to create

and honor a self-exclusion list. The Indi-

ana Court of Appeals held that proper

enforcement of the regulations was the

province of the Indiana Gaming Com-

mission, not a private cause of action.30

There are several lessons to be

learned from S.D. and the out-of-state

cases. Regulations implementing New

Jersey’s self-exclusion list will be inter-

preted strictly by the commission, and

the agency’s interpretations will be

accorded the customary level of defer-

ence by the courts.  Additionally, private

corporate entities are free to apply their

own polices and procedures that may

impose more severe restrictions upon

individuals who avail themselves of

membership on the self-exclusion list.

Because gambling has no strongly asso-

ciated constitutional right attached to

it, and, it may be inferred, because gam-

bling is still considered by some to be

something of a vice, courts do not

appear to be favorably inclined to con-

sider arguments based on fairness or

notice, as those arguments may relate to

the collateral consequences associated

with membership on the self-exclusion

list. Finally, courts are not likely to find

any cognizable private cause of action

based upon a casino’s failure to enforce

exclusion based upon membership on

the self-exclusion list.31 �
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